
././. The device that enables your engine to drive the boat forward is called a 'screw propeller'. As many of
you have discovered, selecting the propeller having the right characteristics is not always easy, and involves
compromise, like everything about boats (or life, for that matter). The basic parameters involved in this
compromise are 1) how much power the prop can transfer, 2) how efficiently the power is transferred, 3)
how much drag the prop produces when the boat is under sail, 4) how much vibration the prop produces, and
5) (you knew this was coming) how much money you want to spend. I did a bit of research to find a better
propeller for my boat, Puff I discovered that most books that deal with sailboats stop short of actually telling
one how to choose a propeller, while references on propeller selection concentrate on powerboats, treating
sailboats as an aside. I based my prop selection mainly on formulae given in Dave Gerr's excellent Propeller
Handbook, and used several other sources of information, such as Ted Brewer Explains Sailboat Design,
Marine Diesel Engines by Nigel Calder, and The Ocean Sailing Yacht. Vol 1 & 2 by Donald Street, and an
article 'Comparison ofTen Sailboat Propellers' by MIT grad students Beth Lurie and Todd Taylor which was
summarized in the Jan 1, 1995 Practical Sailor (I read the full text of the paper presented to The Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, kindly sent me by Dick Burke). In addition, several Luders owners
told me about their experiences. After swimming through a sea of information, sorting out which formulas to
use, and coming to a greater understanding about propeller performance, I felt I could make it all a bit simpler
for you.

First, the boat: with crew, water and fuel, I figure the L/33 weighs about 61/4tons. Although the static
waterline length is 24 feet, because it has long overhangs, the effective waterline is closer to 26 feet. The
waterline beam is about 9.25 ft. Puff is powered by a Westerbeke 4-107. Using Puff as the example, I will
guide you through selection of a prop. I can't tell you what prop to buy because engines and transmissions

~a:ry, and sailors have different expectations oftheir boats. At the extremes we have those who want the best
performance under power and those who want the best performance under sail (short of throwing away the
engine altogether -- a solution I adopted for several years in my previous boat). I have tried to give enough
information to enable other owners to see how to make their own decisions. Finding the perfect prop
sometimes requires some trial and error --propeller shops will often help out by loaning out used props ,or by
giving you a trade in on your used prop. If you want more information, or need to solve a special problem, I
highly recommend Gerr's book; although it is more technical than this article, it is clearly written. Even if you
don't want to work your own solution, you will be better off if you can understand the advice you get ITom
others, and understand the tradeoffs you can make. Propeller shops often have computer algorithms to make
prop recommendations, but beware -- they don't always take all the important information into account.

How a propeller propels. The propeller shoves the boat forward by shoving water backwards (as
Newton said, for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction). The force or "thrust" developed by the
prop is equal to the mass of water ejected times the acceleration (f-=ma,another oflsaac's gems). You can
develop the same force by accelerating a small quantity of water to a high velocity with a small fast turning
prop, or by accelerating a large amount of water to a smaller velocity with a large prop that turns slower.
The reasons are complicated, but the larger, slower prop is more efficient. The difference between the
forward speed of the boat and the speed of the stream the propeller spews backwards is often called 'slip' -- a
somewhat misleading term.

Power Requirements. First you must decide how fast you want the boat to go under power. For a
given displacement and waterline length (LWL), the power requirement (propHP) for driving the boat.. incr~ases with the cube of the speed desired. Assuming smooth water and 100% propeller efficiency, it
reqUires 15 propeller horsepower to drive the Luders 33 at 6.8 knots ('hull speed'). You can go faster than
this, but it takes a lot of power -- another knot takes 50% more power. Reducing speed to 80% of hull speed
(5.4 knots) reduces the power required to 8 horsepower (engine horsepower will need to be 2-3 times higher

A Good Screw for Your Luders 33
Bob Banzett (~1995)
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